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MC DS/SFH-CDMA Systems for Overlay Systems
Jiangzhou Wang, Senior Member, IEEE and Hu Huang
Abstract—In this paper, we introduce the slow frequency
hopping (SFH) technique to the multicarrier (MC) code-division
multiple-access (CDMA) systems for overlay situations. Using
lower chip rate, which results in a narrower spectrum for each
carrier and hopping the signal in frequency, the MC direct
sequence (DS)/SFH system achieves better performance than
the MC DS CDMA system in most cases, especially when the
bandwidth of the narrowband interference (NBI) is narrower
than one subchannel. It also exhibits a stable performance against
the variations of the NBI location and bandwidth. When there is
no NBI, the two systems perform approximately the same. The
evaluation is performed over a frequency selective Rayleigh fading
channel, with both Gaussian approximation and Monte Carlo
simulation.
Index Terms—Code-division multiple-access, multicarrier sys-
tems, frequency hopping, narrowband interference suppression.
I. INTRODUCTION
MULTICARRIER (MC) code-division multiple-access(CDMA), which is robust to multipath fading and
effective in narrowband suppression, has drawn a lot of concern
in recent years. Various schemes of MC CDMA systems
have been proposed in recent years, which can be categorized
into two groups. The first group is orthogonal multicarrier
[1] in which different adjacent subcarriers are orthogonally
overlapped. The other group is disjoint multicarriers [2],
[3] in which all subcarriers are not overlapped. The second
group contains two subtypes: one is that different data streams
modulate different carriers and another one is that all carriers
are modulated by the same data stream. The system proposed
in this paper belongs to the latter.
Among the various advantages of MC CDMA techniques, its
desirable capability of narrowband suppression is of most in-
terest to us. It has been shown in [3] that the MC direct sequence
(DS) CDMA systems are ingenious in suppressing narrowband
interference (NBI) via frequency diversity. Since the interfer-
ence is usually limited in some of the subchannels, the decision
can be made based on the remaining “clean” ones. Thus, there is
no need for either a suppression filter at the receiver or a notch
filter at the transmitter. However, the system performance varies
noticeably for different interference center frequencies, because
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the division of the channel is determined by its coherence band-
width to ensure independent fading in each subchannel, irre-
spective to the interference. Once the interference affects two or
more subchannels, although its bandwidth does not exceed one
subchannel, the performance degrades much from that when the
interference is limited in one subchannel.
To relieve such dependence, each subchannel is further di-
vided into multiple frequency slots in the proposed MC DS/SFH
systems. Different to the system proposed in [3], the transmitted
signal occupies only one slot of each subchannel and all carriers
are uniformly hopped in frequency. The proposed systems show
their advantages when the interference only overlays parts of the
slots in a subchannel, because an extra “clean” diversity branch
is obtained when the signal is hopped to the slot unaffected and
the average bit error rate is reduced accordingly. Although the
spreading gain of each carrier is reduced by the factor of the
number of frequency slots, the average cochannel user number
is also reduced by the same factor. Therefore, MC DS/SFH sys-
tems have approximately the same multiaccess capability as the
MC DS system. The performance of the proposed system is
studied in a multipath Rayleigh fading channel and compared
with that of MC DS CDMA systems, given the same informa-
tion rate and the same system bandwidth.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system models are described. In Section III, the
performance of the MC DS/SFH-CDMA systems in terms of
average bit-error rate (BER) is analyzed. Numerical results are
given in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are presented in
Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In the proposed MC DS/SFH systems, the total bandwidth
is divided into equi-width subchannels of bandwidth
and central frequency
(1)
where is the central frequency of the total system bandwidth.
We adopt the same assumption as in [3] to choose : each
carrier of the system has only one resolvable path; all carriers are
subject to independent fading. The low pass equivalent impulse
response of the th subchannel for the th user is then given by
(2)
where are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.)
Rayleigh distributed with for different and ,
and the phases are uniformly distributed in .
is the relative delay of the th user and is randomly distributed
in , where is the bit interval.
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Fig. 1. Transmitter structure of the MC DS/SFH system.
Each subchannel is further divided into frequency slots,
each with bandwidth , where is the number of
available hopping frequencies. The carriers of the th user
are uniformly hopped by the same hopping pattern, , which
takes values randomly from the frequency set
(3)
in each hopping interval and is independent to the hopping pat-
tern of other users.
The transmitter for the th user is shown in Fig. 1, where
is the binary data sequence with bit rate
is the random signature sequence with chip duration ,
where is the spreading gain of one carrier. Strictly speaking,
the chip waveform should be defined by a low-pass shaping
filter (i.e., square-root raised cosine filter). However, for simple
analysis, a rectangular chip waveform is assumed. Since the side
lobes of the signal power spectrum is very small compared with
its main lobe, the transmit signal is assumed to be approximately
bandlimited by its null-to-null bandwidth to ensure
that there is no overlap between transmitted signals of two users
in frequency if they take different hopping frequencies. The total
processing gain is then . The trans-
mitted signal of the th user can be written as
(4a)
where is the transmitted power of each carrier and
(4b)
and is the random phase introduced. Note that when
1, the system is identical to the MC DS CDMA system. The
power spectrum densities of the transmitted signal are shown in
Fig. 2, where the number of subchannels 4.
The NBI is characterized as band-limited white Gaussian
noise with the double-sided power spectral density and
bandwidth , as shown in Fig. 2. Its power spectral density
is given by
else
(5)
where is the central frequency of the interference.
Fig. 2. Power spectrum densities of transmitted signals. (a) MC DS system
and the NBI. (b) MC DS/SFH system and the NBI.
The ratio of the interference bandwidth to the system band-
width is defined as
(6)
the ratio of the offset of the interference central frequency to
half of the system bandwidth is defined as
(7)
with and the ratio of the interference power to the
signal power is defined as
(8)
where is the interference power, is the total
received signal energy per bit.
In time domain, the interference can then be written as
(9)
where both and are independent low-pass processes
with .
The received signal can be written as
(10)
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the receiver for user i.
where stands for convolution, is the additive white
Gaussian noise with one-sided spectral power density of .
The receiver for the th user (the reference user) is shown in
Fig. 3, which consists of correlators and a maximal ratio
combiner. A LPF with frequency response 1 and 0
in and otherwise, respectively, is employed for
each carrier to eliminate the effects of NBI components out of
the current slot.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the presence of NBI, the performance of a super-high fre-
quency (SFH) system depends on the instantaneous value of its
hopping frequency. Conditioned on , the output
of the correlator for the th carrier in the th symbol interval
is given by
(11)
where and is the impulse response of
the ideal low-pass filter. Neglecting the high frequency terms,
(11) reduces to
(12)
where is the desired signal component,
where stands for the th bit of the reference user with
1 or 1.
is the noise term and given by
(13)
It is easy to shown that is a Gaussian random variable with
zero mean and variance equal to .
is due to the NBI and can be written as
(14a)
where
(14b)
The power spectral density of is given by
(15a)
where 1 when and 0, otherwise
else. (15b)
In (15b), and are defined as
(15c)
The autocorrelation function of is then given by
(16a)
where
(16b)
Since is a Gaussian process, is also a zero-mean
Gaussian random variable. Its variance , conditioned on
, is given by
(17a)
where is the autocorrelation function of and trian-
gular in . Substituting with (16a), and
with (16b), and with , (17a) can be rewritten as
(17b)
where (17c) and (17d), are shown at the bottom of the next page.
is the total multiple access interference
(MAI) term, where is the number of nonreference users that
collide with the reference user in frequency
and has a binomial distribution with probability density function
given by
(18)
where is the probability that a nonreference user hits the
reference user and approximates to for slow frequency
hopping [6].
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is due to the signal of the th user and given by
(19)
where . passes through
the LPF of without any distortion or attenuation since the
bandwidth of the LPF is the same as that of .
It is easy to prove that are identically distributed but
uncorrelated for different . When is large, one can use the
Gaussian approximation [8] and treat as a random Gaussian
variable. Its variance, conditioned on , is given by
(20)
The SNR of , conditioned on and , is defined
as
(21)
where is the total received signal energy per bit.
By definition, in (13) are i.i.d. It is also easy to verify
that and are uncorrelated for different . Therefore,
are mutually uncorrelated. To maximize the SNR of
the final decision variable, each is weighted by a tap gain
[7]
(22)
where, we assume that the fading is slow enough that the condi-
tional mean and variance of can be accurately estimated.
The final decision variable is then given by
(23)
and its instantaneous SNR, conditioned on and , is
given by
(24)
The conditional BER takes the simple form
(25)
To get the final average BER , we first find the BER
, conditioned on and , which can be obtained by
averaging over the statistics of . The detailed
derivation of is shown in Appendix A. Assuming all
hopping frequencies appear with equal probability, the final
average BER is given by
(26)
where is the probability density function (pdf) of ,
given by (18), and is given by (A5) when all diversity
branches have the same SNR or (A8) when the SNRs of different
branches are not equal.
In case is small, the BER obtained by Gaussian approx-
imation may not be accurate enough. However, small values
of appear with small hit probability and small conditional
BER. Therefore, their contributions to the final average BER are
not significant. In the numerical section, the results of Gaussian
approximation are verified by Monte Carlo simulations, which
reveal the applicability of the Gaussian approximation in most
situations. The simulation model is described in Appendix B.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we consider the MC DS/SFH system
63 2 , and compare its performance to that of the MC DS
system 127 1 for the same system bandwidth.
(17c)
where
(17d)
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Fig. 4. BER performance with respect toE =N in the absence of NBI (K =
50; J=S =  1 dB).
Pseudonoise (PN) sequences applied in Monte Carlo simula-
tions are Gold sequences. The set of sequences of period 127
is generated by the polynomial 41567, and the set of sequences
of period 63 is generated by the polynomial 13 055. The initial
loadings are given in [9] to generate a class of codes known as
auto-optimal with least sidelobe energy (AO/LSE). In all cases,
4 and 50 if not specified.
In the absence of NBI, the average SNRs of all carriers are
identical and for both systems can be given by (A5)
(27)
where , while is the common
SNR given by
(28)
The BERs against of the two systems without NBI
are given in Fig. 4, obtained by both Gaussian approximation
and Monte Carlo simulation. It is shown that the two systems
have almost the same performance, although the BER of the MC
DS/SFH system is slightly higher when is large. This is
predictable because is a concave function of , therefore,
the SNR per carrier averaged over
(29)
while the right hand of the inequality is the average SNR per
carrier for the MC DS system. Note that the analytical results
Fig. 5. Comparison of the MC DS/SFH system and the MC DS system for
different system loads (J=S =  1 dB, E =N ! 1).
of MC DS/SFH are optimistic compared with its simulation re-
sults. This is because Gaussian approximation is optimistic for
MC DS/SFH due to small number of instantaneous users which
have the same frequencies with the reference user.
In Fig. 5, the asymptotic BERs of the MC
DS/SFH and the MC DS systems are plotted for different system
loads. It is shown that the differences of the performance be-
tween the two systems diminish as the number of active user
increases.
Next, we compare their performance in the presence of NBI
with bandwidth equal to one subchannel 0.25 and
central frequency equal to 0 . For the MC DS system,
the two middle carriers are overlaid by the interference. Their
average SNRs are identical and given by
(30)
while the SNRs of the other two carriers free of interference are
equal to . Therefore, its take the same formula in the
two systems and given by (A10)
(31)
where and
are given by (28) and (30), respectively.
For the MC DS/SFH system, only one of its carrier is overlaid
by the NBI, with average SNR given by
(32)
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Fig. 6. BER performance versus interference power to signal power ratio
J=S (K = 50; p = 0.25;  = 0; E =N ! 1).
and the SNRs of the other three carriers free of interference are
equal to . Therefore, its take the formula given by
(A12)
(33)
where and
are given in (28) and (32), respectively.
In Fig. 6, the BERs of both systems are plotted against .
It is seen that the MC DS/SFH system outperforms the MC DS
system significantly. It is well known that diversity is essential to
improve the performance. Since the affected carriers contribute
little to the final decision, the MC DS/SFH system benefits from
a higher “effective” diversity order.
Fig. 7 plots the performance of the two systems for different
interference bandwidth ( 50, 30 dB, 0). It is
shown that the MC DS/SFH system keeps its advantage as long
as the interference is narrower than one subchannel
so that the interference can not overlay two carriers simultane-
ously. However, as exceeds , its advantage diminishes
rapidly because only two carriers remain unaffected in the worst
case, the same as the MC DS system. Once the interference fully
covers the two middle subchannels 0.5 , the MC DS/SFH
system lost its advantages.
Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of the interference location on the
performance of the two systems ( 50, 30 dB,
0.25). It is shown that the performance of all system varies for
different interference center frequencies. The MC DS system is
shown to outperform the MC DS/SFH system when the NBI is
largely contained in one subchannel, because both systems have
Fig. 7. BER performance versus interference bandwidth to system bandwidth
ratio p (K = 50; J=S = 30 dB; E =N ! 1).
Fig. 8. Asymptotic BER with respect to central frequency offset ratio (K =
50; J=S = 30 dB; B = B ;E =N ! 1).
the same number of “clean” carriers. However, the performance
of the MC DS/SFH system is more robust with respect to the
variations of interference location, especially when the number
of hopping frequencies is large 4 .
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V. CONCLUSION
The MC DS/SFH-CDMA system is investigated in a multi-
path Rayleigh fading additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel, with or without NBI. Its performance is compared with
that of the MC DS-CDMA system. The result shows that the MC
DS/SFH system, with a lower chip rate, can achieve approxi-
mately the same performance as the MC DS system in MAI sup-
pression. However, it offers better and more robust performance
than the MC DS system in the presence of NBI, especially when
the interference bandwidth is narrower than one subchannel,
which suggests that SFH technique can make a more efficient
use of the unaffected bandwidth.
APPENDIX A
THE DERIVATION OF
Since is Rayleigh distributed, the signal to noise ratio
in (21) has a chi-square distribution, conditioned
on and . Its characteristic function is given by
(A1)
where is the mean of over and given
by
(A2)
Because are mutually independent, the characteristic
function of is simply the product of all ,
i.e.,
(A3)
The probability density function, , of condi-
tioned on and , can be obtained by inverse Fourier trans-
form of , and is given by
(A4)
where is given by (25).
When all diversity branches have the same average SNR
equal to , i.e., has a
closed form solution [7]
(A5)
where .
When the SNRs of different branches are not identical (in the
presence of NBI), can be expressed by a partial fraction
expansion, i.e.,
(A6)
where and
(A7)
where represents the th derivative of .
Since the inverse Fourier transform and integration are linear,
the corresponding probability of bit error can be written as
(A8)
For example, when 4, two branches have SNR and
the other two branches have SNR (the case we meet in the
numerical section)
(A9)
one has
(A10)
where
.
When three branches have average SNR and the left one
has average SNR , i.e.,
(A11)
one has
(A12)
where
.
APPENDIX B
THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATION MODEL
For rectangular chips and ,
as shown in [8], the partial crosscorrelation functions and
are given by
(B1)
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where the discrete aperiodic cross-correlation term is
defined as
else.
(B2)
Once the code sequences are obtained, and
are determined by . Note that in (19) is a zero-mean
Gaussian random variable if is given, which follows from the
fact that is a zero-mean Gaussian vari-
able with variance , therefore,
and are also zero-mean Gaussian
variables with the same variance. The conditional variance of
is given by
(B3)
It is also obvious that are all uncorrelated since
for . Therefore, con-
ditioned on and is a Gaussian
random variable. The SNR of is defined as
(B4)
The instantaneous SNR of , conditioned on
and , is given by
(B5)
To obtain the average BER , the conditional BER is averaged
over the statistics of , that is,
(B6)
where represents the pdf of . It is difficult to get
the analytical results, therefore, Monte Carlo integration over
and is performed to get .
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